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Community member: “I overheard the 
employees at the Colony Food Mart on 
College Corner Pike say they are closing 
the store by the end of the year.”

A conversation…

Public Health Commissioner: “Oh no, 
that’s terrible news. Let me see if I can 
talk them out of closing. Too many people 
rely on that store. I am not sure how they 
will be affected by the store closing.”
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ICICLE Conversational AI agent: “Thank you for your query. I’ll contact you 
soon with some answers.”

Another conversation…
Public Health Commissioner (goes to the ICICLE webpage and types into a 
text box): “What will happen to the level of food insecurity if the Colony 
Food Mart on College Corner Pike closes down? ”

Then what happens…

mailto:panda@cse.ohio-state.edu
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Community 
problem

Raised to a 
decision-

maker

Investigates 
potential 
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(may involve 
models)

Decides on a 
course of 
action to 

address the 
community 

problem

Well… let’s take a step back and put into context what is 
being asked of the ICICLE Conversational AI agent.

“If all models are wrong but some are useful”,
then communities are critical for identifying which 

models (and data analytics tools) are useful.
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• CBSD is a participatory modeling 
approach.

• CBSD is increasingly being used to 
develop, test, implement, and 
evaluate simulation models in 
partnership with community 
stakeholders from the 
BEGINNING of the modeling 
process.

• CBSD has its limits when it comes 
to model literacy and translation 
to practice.

Community-Based System Dynamics/Modeling

A very quick overview of how 
the CBSD approach was applied 
to develop a simulation model
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CE: Community engagement perspective
CS/M: Computer scientist/Simulation Modeler’s perspective

mailto:panda@cse.ohio-state.edu
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CE and CS/M: Diverse perspectives that lead 
to convergence by the end of the group model 

building workshops.
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CE: Multiple policy 
options from multiple 

perspectives.
CS/M: Pain points of the 

model users

mailto:panda@cse.ohio-state.edu
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CE: A hand-drawn sketch of how household shopping behaviors and decision-making process.
CS: Algorithms for how agents make decisions in the simulation model.

mailto:panda@cse.ohio-state.edu
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CE: Key stakeholders for addressing food insecurity.
CS: Who may access the simulation model and their level of interest is using the model?

mailto:panda@cse.ohio-state.edu
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Clunky dashboard to access the model in AnyLogic
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• Models are not used or have limited impact
because decision-makers are not able to access
them in a practical and timely manner.

• Scenario:

Pain points (post CBSD) Our Solution 
(and use case via ICICLE)

A conversational AI-enabled 
web interface that allows end 

users to run "What if?" 
scenarios based on an agent-

based model for food 
insecurity.

A food retail 
company announces plans 
to close a grocery store in a 
Columbus, Ohio neighborhood 
with very high % of food-
insecure households.

How will the closure of 
grocery store on X street 
affect the community health 
nearby?

Now the health commissioner wants 
to know how the grocery store 
closure will affect community health 
so they can lobby the company to 
not close the grocery store or set 
up emergency food supply (e.g., pop-
up food pantries) to reduce the 
impact on community health.
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• Conversational AI's code base: This 
code base allows the agent-based 
model to understand the user's natural 
language query.

• Agent Based Simulation – This code 
base simulates the effect of complex 
interactions among households and 
environmental level factors on 
household level food availability.

Various Code base used for this use case

Code Base

Final Use 
Case
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Reference architecture diagram for this use case
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Year 1 Goals and Accomplishments

ActivitiesTypeStatus

Y1: Develop interfaces whereby a stakeholder submits a 
query to ICICLE;

MilestoneIn Progress

Y1: Develop a set of workflows that identify a model from 
the model commons based on the query and run “What 
if?” analyses based on the selected model and query

MilestoneIn Progress

Y1: Create visualization dashboards that summarizes the 
output from the “What if?” analysis.

MilestoneIn Progress

Y1: Conversion of an existing computer simulation model 
for food insecurity, which was written in AnyLogic (a 
proprietary software) to an open-source programming 
language (Python).

MilestoneDone

Y1: Conduct performance tests on the simulation model 
and develop a knowledge graph for model parameters 
and outcomes.

MilestoneIn Progress

Y1: Generate a conversational AI demo that can be used 
to query knowledge graphs for model parameters and 
outcomes, run “What if?” models using the agent-based 
model and conversational AI and provide reports 
(dashboards, documents, etc.) to be sent to stakeholders.

MilestoneDone

• Existing agent-based model was developed using a 
participatory modeling approach with involvement of 
local food system stakeholders

• Allows for multiple scenarios (e.g., SNAP benefits)

• Scalable and extendable due to use of open-source 
MESA library

• Graduate student Harsh Panday (demo)

• Close partnership with Conversational AI group
• Extendable to other models in ICICLE
• Removes barriers to use of complex systems model

• Graduate student Amad Hussain (demo)

• Linkages with other ICICLE groups working on Model Commons, Conversational AI, CI, Reference 
Architecture, Visual Analytics
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• Integration with existing regional food system model in Y2 or Y3
• Leveraging ICICLE support to add a conversational AI/food insecurity modeling 

project as part of a renewal application for a Clinical Translational Science Award 
at OSU (currently funded by NIH’s National Center for Advancing Translational 
Science)

• Community engagement plans include integration of our conversational AI-
enabled web interface within daily workflows of local health departments, 
regional food banks, and local food council (start in Ohio and expand to other 
Smart Foodshed partners in California and Wisconsin)

• And now to the demos…

Future plans
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Conversational AI demo 1. Overview of methods
2. Live demo of user input and system output
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Modeling demo 1. Live version of agent-base model
2. Example of report generated for end user
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Result of the simulation The first page of the report will highlight the query 
inserted by the user and the changes made in the agent 
as the result of that query.

It will also give a summary of insights that the model 
collected after completing the simulation

The next page will show detailed 
insights with various graph comparison 
so that the user can understand the 
results better.
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Thank you for being here.
Questions?

Hyder.22@osu.edu
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